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ABSTRACT
The recent detection of ULASJ1342+0928, a bright QSO at z = 7.54, provides a pow-
erful probe of the ionisation state of the intervening intergalactic medium, potentially
allowing us to set strong constraints on the epoch of reionisation (EoR). Here we quan-
tify the presence of Lyα damping wing absorption from the EoR in the spectrum of
ULASJ1342+0928. Our Bayesian framework simultaneously accounts for uncertain-
ties on: (i) the intrinsic QSO emission (obtained from reconstructing the Lyα profile
from a covariance matrix of emission lines) and (ii) the distribution of H II regions
during reionisation (obtained from three different 1.63 Gpc3 simulations spanning the
range of plausible EoR morphologies). Our analysis is complementary to that in the
discovery paper (Ban˜ados et al.) and the accompanying method paper (Davies et al.)
as it focuses solely on the damping wing imprint redward of Lyα (1218 < λ < 1230A˚),
and uses a different methodology for (i) and (ii). We recover weak evidence for damp-
ing wing absorption. Our intermediate EoR model yields the following constraints on
the volume-weighted neutral hydrogen fraction at z = 7.5: x¯H I = 0.21
+0.17
−0.19 (68 per
cent). The constraints depend weakly on the EoR morphology. Our limits are lower
than those presented by Ban˜ados et al. and Davies et al., though they are consistent
at ∼ 1 – 1.5 σ. We attribute this difference to: (i) a lower amplitude intrinsic Lyα
profile obtained from our reconstruction pipeline, driven by correlations with other
high-ionisation lines in the spectrum which are relatively weak; and (ii) only consid-
ering transmission redward of Lyα when computing the likelihood, which reduces the
available constraining power but makes the results less model-dependent. Our results
are consistent with previous estimates of the EoR history, and support the picture of
a moderately extended EoR.
Key words: cosmology: observations – cosmology: theory – dark ages, reionisation,
first stars – quasars: general – quasars: emission lines
1 INTRODUCTION
The epoch of reionisation (EoR) denotes the final major
baryonic phase change in the Universe; when the pervasive,
dense neutral hydrogen fog is lifted by the cumulative ion-
ising radiation from the first stars, galaxies and QSOs. The
timing and duration of the EoR can loosely be constrained
from indirect measurements such as the integral constraints
on the reionisation history (H II fraction) from the Thom-
son scattering of photons (e.g. George et al. 2015; Planck
Collaboration XIII 2016). More direct, though often contro-
versial, constraints on the latter stages of the EoR can be
? E-mail: greigb@unimelb.edu.au
made from the absorption of Lyα photons by lingering cos-
mic H I patches. However, the intergalactic medium (IGM)
at z & 6 becomes dense enough that even if a small frac-
tion of hydrogen is neutral (xHI ∼> 10
−4 − 10−5), the vast
majority of photons which redshift into Lyα resonance are
absorbed. Thus the Lyα forest saturates at high-z (Fan et al.
2006).
A more versatile probe of the IGM neutral fraction
is the Lyα damping wing (e.g. Rybicki & Lightman 1979;
Miralda-Escude´ 1998). These Lorenzian wings of the Lyα
profile are extended and relatively smooth functions of fre-
quency. The absorption cross-section in these wings is re-
duced by ∼ 5–6 orders of magnitude with respect to that
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at line centre, making it ideally suited to probing the order
unity fluctuations in xHI during the patchy EoR.
Detecting damping wing absorption in galaxy spectra
generally requires large statistical samples, as well as as-
sumptions about their redshift evolution and/or clustering
properties (e.g. Haiman & Spaans 1999; Ouchi et al. 2010;
Stark et al. 2010; Pentericci 2011; Ono et al. 2012; Caru-
ana et al. 2014; Schenker et al. 2014; Mesinger et al. 2015;
Sobacchi & Mesinger 2015; Mason et al. 2018). QSOs on the
other hand are much rarer objects; however, they are also
much brighter allowing a damping wing, if present, to be
recovered from a single observed spectrum.
Using bright QSOs to constrain the EoR requires two
key ingredients: (i) a knowledge of the intrinsic QSO emis-
sion; and (ii) a knowledge of the absorption caused by the
EoR. Both (i) and (ii) need to be estimated statistically,
with the uncertainties carefully quantified, since we are re-
lying on a single object to place constraints on the EoR. We
briefly discuss each in turn.
The intrinsic spectrum can be estimated from a com-
posite of lower redshift objects (e.g. Francis et al. 1991;
Brotherton et al. 2001; Vanden Berk et al. 2001; Telfer et al.
2002). However, a statistical reconstruction should take ad-
vantage of all of the available data from the QSO in question.
In particular, bright high-z QSOs seem to exhibit anoma-
lously large C IV blueshifts (Mazzucchelli et al. 2017); as the
Lyα blue-shift is strongly correlated with the C IV blueshift,
generic QSO templates are unlikely to fit the Lyα lines of
high-z QSOs (e.g. Bosman & Becker 2015). In Greig et al.
(2017b), we developed a reconstruction method which sam-
ples a covariance matrix of Lyα and other strong emission
line profiles from a sample of ∼ 1700 moderate-z QSOs.
This approach directly uses the strength and shape of the
observed emission lines (e.g. C IV, Si IV and C III]) to recover
the intrinsic Lyα profile, with a statistical characterisation
of the recovery. Typical reconstruction errors are of order a
few percent around the Lyα line.
A common alternative approach is to deconstruct the
QSO emission into principle component vectors, and fit these
to the spectrum (e.g. Boroson & Green 1992; Francis et al.
1992; Suzuki et al. 2005; Suzuki 2006; Lee & Spergel 2011;
Paˆris et al. 2011). Davies et al. (2018a) recently introduced
a sophisticated version of this principle component analysis
(PCA), decomposing the QSO spectrum into components
redward and blueward of λ = 1280A˚. They then reconstruct
the Lyα profile from the correlations between these red and
blue side PCA components. This mapping from (unattenu-
ated) red-side components to the blue-side components, and
the associated errors, are trained on a large data set of ∼
13,000 moderate-z spectra. They obtain ∼ percent level er-
rors in the recovery similar to Greig et al. (2017b).
The second requirement for EoR constraints is a model
for the attenuation by the EoR. The EoR damping wing
can attenuate the source flux both on the blue and the red
side of the Lyα line. The source QSO is capable of highly
ionising its environment, allowing some blue-side transmis-
sion to be seen (the so-called proximity zone). Inside the
proximity zone, the attenuation is a combination of: (i) res-
onant absorption by a fluctuating Lyα forest, and (ii) a
smooth damping wing from the more distant cosmic H I
patches. Modelling (i) requires high-resolution simulations
of the local QSO environment, while modelling (ii) requires
ultra large-scale simulations of the EoR morphology (e.g.
Mesinger et al. 2004; Maselli et al. 2007; Bolton et al. 2011;
Keating et al. 2015; Eilers et al. 2017).
In contrast, the attenuation on the red-side of the Lyα
line is free from resonant absorption, requiring only an un-
derstanding of large-scale EoR morphology to compute the
associated damping wing absorption. However, the damping
wing imprint is weaker on the red side (far from the cosmic
H I patches), making it more degenerate with the intrinsic
QSO emission.
In Greig et al. (2017a) we combined the Lyα reconstruc-
tion technique of Greig et al. (2017b) with large-scale EoR
simulations of Mesinger et al. (2016), constraining the hy-
drogen neutral fraction from the spectra of the z = 7.1 QSO
ULASJ1120+0641 (hereafter J1120; Mortlock et al. 2011).
Our Bayesian framework recovered strong evidence for an
IGM damping wing redward of Lyα (x¯H I = 0.40
+0.21
−0.19 at 68
per cent confidence). Subsequent analysis by Davies et al.
(2018b) found similar results, x¯H I = 0.48
+0.26
−0.26 at 68 per
cent confidence.
In this work, we apply the same analysis framework
to the spectrum of the recently-discovered z = 7.5 QSO,
ULASJ1342+0928 (hereafter J1342; Ban˜ados et al. 2018).
Using their own analysis method, which performs the re-
construction using blue+red PCA components and models
the proximity zone in addition to the red-side damping wing
imprint, Davies et al. (2018a) finds x¯H I = 0.60
+0.20
−0.23 at 68
per cent confidence. As the analysis methods of Greig et al.
(2017b) and Davies et al. (2018a) are different (we go into
more details below), this work, applied to the same input
spectrum as Davies et al. (2018a), serves as an indepen-
dent and complementary verification of the inferred EoR
constraints from J1342.
This work is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
briefly outline our analysis pipeline and in Section 3 we pro-
vide our main results and discussion. In Section 4 we finish
with our closing remarks. Throughout we adopt the back-
ground cosmological parameters: (ΩΛ, ΩM, Ωb, n, σ8, H0)
= (0.69, 0.31, 0.048, 0.97, 0.81, 68 km s−1 Mpc−1), con-
sistent with cosmic microwave background anisotropy mea-
surements by the Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration XIII
2016) and unless otherwise stated, distances are quoted in
comoving units.
2 METHOD
2.1 Reconstruction of the intrinsic Lyα profile
In Greig et al. (2017b), we constructed a covariance ma-
trix to characterise correlations between the emission line
parameters1 from the four most prominent high ionisation
lines, Lyα, C IV, Si IV +O IV] and C III]. For both Lyα and
C IV we found a stronger preference for a broad and narrow
component Gaussian to describe the line profile2. Finally,
1 Each component of the emission line is modelled as a Gaussian,
fully described by the peak height, width and velocity offset from
systemic.
2 Note that in the construction of this dataset we removed QSOs
where the Lyα line profile was not well characterised by two Gaus-
sian components (see Appendix C in Greig et al. 2017b). In most
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we simultaneously fit a single power-law continuum. The
dataset comprised 1673 moderate-z (2.08 < z < 2.5)3, high
signal to noise (S/N > 15) QSOs from SDSS-III (BOSS)
DR12 (Dawson et al. 2013; Alam et al. 2015).
With this covariance matrix, we then perform our re-
construction of the intrinsic Lyα profile of J1342 as follows:
• We fit the rest-frame spectrum of J1342 at λ > 1275A˚
using the [C II] redshift (Venemans et al. 2017)4, obtaining
estimates of the continuum and the Si IV +O IV], C IV and
C III] emission line profiles (we simultaneously fit for absorp-
tion lines by modelling each with a single Gaussian profile).
• Using these red-side component fits, we collapse the 18-
dimensional (Gaussian distributed) covariance matrix into a
six dimensional estimate of the intrinsic Lyα emission line
profile (a two component Gaussian, each with an amplitude,
width and velocity offset).
• We then draw intrinsic Lyα profiles from this distribu-
tion, applying a flux prior within the range 1250 < λ <
1275A˚ to ensure our reconstructed profiles fit the observed
spectrum over this range.5
2.2 The IGM damping wing during the EoR
We compute our IGM damping wing profiles using the Evo-
lution of 21-cm Structure (EOS; Mesinger et al. 2016)6
2016 simulations. These comprise 1.6 Gpc on a side semi-
numerical reionisation simulations on a 10243 grid, includ-
ing state-of-the-art sub-grid prescriptions for inhomoge-
neous recombinations and photo-heating suppression of star-
formation. We consider three different EoR morphologies,
characterised by different efficiencies of star-formation in-
side low-mass halos, and visualised in Fig. 1:
• Small H II – EoR driven by galaxies residing in Mh ∼>
108M haloes. In this scenario the EoR morphology is char-
acterised by numerous small cosmic H II regions.
• Intermediate H II – EoR driven by galaxies residing in
Mh ∼> 10
9M haloes. An intermediate scenario between the
cases, the primary cause of this were absorption features at or
near Lyα. In total, this resulted in ∼ 150 QSOs being excluded
from our final dataset (i.e. . 10 per cent).
3 This dataset uses the SDSS-III pipeline redshift to convert to
rest-frame (see Appendix A of Greig et al. 2017b for discussions
on the redshift choice).
4 While we have used the [C II] redshift for J1342, we do not
have [C II] redshifts for the SDSS-III dataset. This difference in
redshift choice can lead to biases in the recovered line blueshifts
from the line fitting and reconstruction pipelines. However, this
bias is sub-dominant compared to the scatter in the correlations in
the emission line parameters and variations between the different
lines of sight through our EoR simulations.
5 Note, this prior range differs from the 1230 < λ < 1275A˚ used
in Greig et al. (2017a). Here we are more conservative in our
choice owing to the evidence of a stronger damping wing imprint
that may extend beyond 1230A˚ and the lower S/N of the observed
spectrum. If we were to relax the prior range used for J1120 (Greig
et al. 2017a), the overall constraints would remain essentially un-
changed, however the PDFs would be slightly broader.
6 http://homepage.sns.it/mesinger/EOS.html
Small H II and Large H II models. We consider this to be our
fiducial model7.
• Large H II – EoR driven by galaxies residing in Mh ∼>
1010M haloes, with an EoR morphology characterised by
more spatially extended H II structures.
We note that in Greig et al. (2017a) we mistakenly repre-
sented the Intermediate H II model as the Large H II model;
however, the EoR morphology had limited impact on the
results of that work, as we shall re-confirm below.
We extract a total of 105 synthetic IGM damping wing
profiles, constructed from 10 randomly oriented sightlines
emanating from the centres of 104 haloes between 6×1011 <
Mh < 3 × 1012 M at z = 7.5. When computing the cu-
mulative contribution from all encountered H I patches, we
exclude the first ∼ 11 comoving Mpc (1.3 physical Mpc)
consistent with the estimated near-zone of J1342 (Ban˜ados
et al. 2018). The IGM neutral fraction at z = 7.5 is then
left as a free parameter by sampling the corresponding ioni-
sation fields obtained from different redshift snapshots from
the EoS simulations (i.e. different x¯HI).
2.3 Jointly fitting the IGM damping wing and
intrinsic Lyα profile distributions
Finally, we infer the IGM neutral fraction by fitting the ob-
served spectrum of J1342 by simultaneously sampling the
distributions of both the intrinsic Lyα line profile and the
synthetic IGM damping wing profiles. Our procedure is as
follows:
(i) We draw ∼ 105 reconstructed Lyα line profiles directly
from the procedure outlined in Section 2.1.
(ii) Each intrinsic profile is multiplied by the 105 syn-
thetic damping wing opacities in Section 2.2, to produce
∼ 1010 mock spectra for each x¯HI snapshot and EoR mor-
phology.
(iii) All ∼ 1010 mock spectra are then compared to the
observed spectrum of J1342 over 1218A˚< λ < 1230A˚ (con-
sistent with Greig et al. 2017a).
(iv) The resulting likelihood, averaged (i.e. marginalised)
over all ∼ 1010 mock spectra, is then assigned to that par-
ticular x¯HI.
(v) Steps (ii)–(iv) are then repeated for each x¯HI to obtain
a final 1D probability distribution function (PDF) of x¯HI for
each of the EoR morphologies.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 2 we provide our reconstructed intrinsic Lyα emis-
sion line profile. The red curve corresponds to the best-fit
(maximum likelihood; ML) reconstructed profile, while the
7 Although this is currently highly uncertain, here we motivate
the Intermediate H II EoR morphology as a reasonable choice.
Some groups have recently suggested there might be weak ev-
idence of a turn-over starting to appear in the faint end of the
lensed z ∼ 6 LFs (Yue et al. 2018; Atek et al. 2018). Moreover, the
current consensus of EoR observations prefers a late, moderately-
extended reionisation, most naturally driven by galaxies of in-
termediate masses (e.g. Mitra et al. 2017; Fig. 11 in Greig &
Mesinger 2017).
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Figure 1. Slices through the reionisation fields used in this study, taken at x¯HI = 0.5. The slices correspond to the Small H II,
Intermediate H II, and Large H II models, from left to right (see text and Mesinger et al. 2016 for more details). The large-scale
(zoom-in) slice is 1600 (100) Mpc across, and 1.6 Mpc deep (one cell).
300 thin grey lines are posterior samples, illustrating the
breadth of the uncertainties in the reconstruction pipeline.
Our reconstructed intrinsic Lyα profile is almost en-
tirely dominated by a single, broad component Gaussian.
This arises owing to the strong preference for a large, broad
component Gaussian to characterise the C IV emission line in
J1342 and the corresponding correlation between the Lyα–
C IV broad components. An extremely small, narrow com-
ponent Gaussian can be identified near 1210A˚ owing to the
extreme C IV blueshift of J1342 (∼ 6600 km/s). Though
z > 6.5 QSOs typically exhibit extreme C IV blueshifts
(Mazzucchelli et al. 2017), J1342 itself is an outlier with
a blueshift more than a factor of two larger than J1120.
The covariance matrix developed by Greig et al. (2017b)
does not include QSOs with such extreme C IV blueshifts as
J1342. However, in Greig et al. (2017a) (see Fig. A1 and the
associated discussion) we verified that the covariance matrix
of emission line properties could be extrapolated to recon-
struct QSOs within our dataset with C IV blueshifts similar
to J1120 (∼ 2000 km/s). Since the extrapolation works for
J1120, we assume that the extrapolation is equally valid for
J1342.
Our recovered intrinsic Lyα profile for J1342 is simi-
lar to the SDSS/BOSS composite template constructed by
Ban˜ados et al. (2018) (blue-dashed curve). Their composite
was constructed from 46 QSOs with similar C IV blueshifts
relative to Mg II and C IV equivalent widths of J1342. Like-
wise, the Davies et al. (2018a) PCA-based reconstruction
exhibits a qualitatively similar ML profile. Specifically, their
reconstruction prefers a dominant contribution from a broad
component-like feature for the Lyα profile, with a secondary
narrower component near 1210A˚. However, the distribution
of reconstructed profiles differs in our two approaches. Their
PCA method does not provide a direct estimate of the as-
sociated uncertainty in the fit. To estimate the uncertainty
and be able to forward model the intrinsic emission, they
construct a covariance matrix of fit errors for each spec-
tral bin, by performing a reconstruction on their SDSS sam-
ple and comparing to the actual spectra. As a result, their
profile samples (c.f. the thin blue curves of their figure 8)
have unphysical oscillatory features (though it is likely such
features average out in their full analysis). Moreover, our
reconstruction method prefers a notably broader distribu-
tion of reconstructed Lyα profiles than that presented by
Davies et al. (2018b). This broad scatter arises from the
correlations amongst individual emission line profiles, which
can have notable scatter (Greig et al. 2017b)8. The large
spread in reconstructed intrinsic emission profiles translates
to a broader PDF for the inferred IGM neutral fraction (dis-
cussed below).
In the zoom-in panel of Figure 2, we present the con-
fidence intervals from our joint fitting of the IGM damping
wing and reconstructed Lyα profiles (Section 2.3). Here, the
yellow (blue) shaded regions correspond to the 68 (95) per-
centiles, using the Intermediate H II EoR morphology. The
red curve is the same best-fit reconstructed profile as shown
in the left panel, and is used to illustrate the impact of the
IGM damping wing on the intrinsic Lyα profile. The offset
of the red curve and the yellow/blue strips is suggestive of
the presence of an IGM damping wing; however, the spread
around the ML shown with the grey curves in main panel
makes such evidence weak.
We quantify this in Figure 3, which presents the main
results of this work: the 1D PDFs of the IGM neutral frac-
tion for the three different EoR morphologies. In summary,
for each EoR morphology we find:
8 It is also broader than the distribution shown for J1120 (Greig
et al. 2017a) where we presented only the 68 percentiles while
also using a more aggressive flux prior.
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Figure 2. The reconstructed maximum likelihood Lyα emission line profile (red curve; shown for visualisation purposes only) and a
subsample of 300 Lyα line profiles (thin grey curves) randomly drawn from the full posterior distribution of reconstructed profiles (see
Section 2.1; i.e. the analysis pipeline samples the full posterior rather than just the maximum likelihood profile). The black curve (and
associated error below) corresponds to the combined Magellan/FIRE and Gemini/GNIRS spectrum, the blue dashed line corresponds
to the QSO composite template constructed by Ban˜ados et al. (2018) and the grey dashed line denotes rest-frame Lyα. The zoom-in
around Lyα highlights the recovered imprint of the IGM damping wing profile with the yellow (blue) shaded region denoting the 68
(95) percentiles of total (intrinsic + damping wing absorption) flux over the 1218 < λ < 1230A˚ fitting region used in our analysis (see
Section 2.3). Vertical grey shaded regions denote flux pixels masked from our analysis owing to strong absorption features.
• Small H II; x¯H I ∼ 0.14, x¯H I < 0.28 (0.51) at 68 (95)
per cent
• Intermediate H II; x¯H I = 0.21+0.17−0.19 (68 per cent),
x¯H I < 0.61 (95 per cent)
• Large H II; x¯H I = 0.28+0.20−0.23 (68 per cent), x¯H I < 0.70
(95 per cent).
We do not find strong evidence for J1342 to be in a
significantly neutral IGM. Depending on the EoR model, the
spectrum is consistent with being in a fully-ionised Universe
at ∼ 1–2σ. This broad distribution is driven in part by the
afore-mentioned large scatter in the reconstruction.
Similar to, but slightly stronger than J1120 (also shown
in the plot; Greig et al. 2017a), we find a weak EoR morpho-
logical dependence on the recovered IGM neutral fraction.
Compared to J1120, the PDFs are closer to low x¯HI values.
The sightline-to-sightline scatter in damping wing opacity
increases with decreasing x¯HI (see e.g. figure 3 in Mesinger
& Furlanetto 2008), driving broader PDFs. In this regime,
the absorption is more sensitive to the incidence with the
remaining rare neutral patches whose sizes and separation
depend on the source model.
Although at first glance it might seem strange that the
neutral fraction at z = 7.5 preferred by J1342 is lower than
the one preferred by J1120 at z = 7.1, it is important to note
that the distributions are quite broad. Thus a physically rea-
sonable neutral fraction which evolves monotonically with
redshift is perfectly consistent within the errors. Specifically,
comparing to the EoR history constraints in Fig. 10 of Greig
& Mesinger (2017), we see that the Intermediate H II model
constraint of x¯H I = 0.21
+0.17
−0.19 (68 per cent) falls comfortably
within the 1 σ range at z = 7.5.
Our results are in mild tension (∼ 1 – 1.5σ) with
the constraints in Ban˜ados et al. (2018) and Davies et al.
(2018b). These authors find stronger evidence of an incom-
plete reionisation, x¯H I = 0.56
+0.21
−0.18 (Model A; Ban˜ados et al.
2018) and x¯H I = 0.60
+0.20
−0.23 (Davies et al. 2018a). While it is
difficult to do a direct comparison with their works, we can
speculate on the main causes for this difference. The two ap-
proaches yield different results for both components in the
analysis: (i) the reconstruction of the intrinsic emission pro-
file; and (ii) the attenuation from the IGM. We discuss these
briefly in turn.
Although qualitatively similar, the PCA reconstruction
in Davies et al. (2018b) results in a somewhat higher am-
plitude intrinsic emission than we predict with our emission
line covariance approach (see Figure 2). This would nat-
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Figure 3. The marginalised 1D PDF of the IGM neutral fraction
for the three different EoR morphologies (see Section 2.2): Small
H II (blue curve), Intermediate H II (yellow curve) and Large
H II (red curve).
urally require stronger attenuation of the intrinsic flux to
achieve a fit to the observed spectrum. As a result, higher
neutral fractions are preferred. The opposite is true for the
reconstructions of J1120 by these authors. Furthermore, as
mentioned previously the scatter around the ML is smaller
in their reconstruction, resulting in a narrower PDFs of the
inferred neutral fraction.
The main difference in modelling the IGM attenuation
lies in the treatment of the near zone transmission. Our
analysis ignores the flux in the near zone, fitting only the
damping wing redward of the line centre (and any probable
infall). In contrast, the state-of-the-art approach of Davies
et al. (2018b) also uses the near zone flux of J1120 and J1342
when comparing to simulated spectra. They do this by per-
forming a 1D radiative transfer through a 100 h−1 Mpc Lyα
forest simulation, adding to this a smooth damping contri-
bution from a large semi-numerical simulation of the EoR.
Their radiative transfer assumes a constant ionising QSO
luminosity, which is on for a fixed time; their final results
marginalise over this quasar lifetime.9 Using the resulting
near zone models when comparing to the observed spectra
adds constraining power, but makes the results much more
model dependent. For example, the Lyα forest simulations
used in that work have a volume which is roughly a factor
of ∼> 300 too small to capture the rare, biased ∼ 10
12M
halos expected to host these QSOs. As a result, they do
9 As pointed out in Davies et al. (2018b), our analysis effectively
assumes a complicated prior over such a quasar lifetime. By en-
suring that the surrounding H II regions in our EoR simulations
are at least as large as the observed near zone, we are essentially
assuming a minimum QSO contribution. For the damping wing
redward of Lyα used in our analysis, this is mainly relevant in
very neutral universes in which galaxies could not by themselves
carve out large enough H II bubbles surrounding the QSO. As a re-
sult, our analysis is slightly biased against very neutral Universes,
what we call a “conservative” choice in Greig et al. (2017a). In
any case, Davies et al. (2018b) show that the assumed QSO life-
time has a very negligible impact on their results for a reasonable
range of values 104 – 107 yr (e.g. see their figures 7 and 10).
not simulate the biased environment of these QSOs, which
might have important consequences for the corresponding
near zone transmission profiles.
Finally we comment on the quality of the observed spec-
trum. In all works, the QSO spectrum used in the analysis
has been the combined Magellan/FIRE and Gemini/GNIRS
spectrum, which corresponds to a resolution of R ∼ 1800
(Ban˜ados et al. 2018). This relatively low S/N spectrum
results in numerous spurious features in the emission spec-
trum which can hinder attempts to characterise the QSO
continuum or to accurately fit the various emission lines, a
prerequisite for this work and the PCA approach of Davies
et al. (2018a). Further, features in emission (absorption)
could artificially bias recovered IGM neutral fractions to
lower (higher) values. Although attempts have been made
to identify and mask problematic regions of the spectrum,
this is made difficult owing to the lower resolution. It will
therefore be fruitful to return to this analysis once a deeper
spectrum is obtained.
4 CONCLUSION
With the recent detection of the z = 7.5 QSO, J1342
(Ban˜ados et al. 2018), we perform an independent analy-
sis quantifying the damping wing imprint from the EoR.
Ban˜ados et al. (2018) and Davies et al. (2018b) have already
analysed this source using their own analysis pipelines recov-
ering x¯H I ∼ 0.6. In both previous works, the red and blue
side of the Lyα line is used for the constraints (e.g. Models
B and C of Ban˜ados et al. 2018). Here we focus only on the
red side of the line (> 1218A˚). This is a conservative choice
in that it is less constraining but more model independent as
it is not sensitive to the complicated modelling of the near
zone transmission.
We use the same analysis pipeline that was applied to
the z = 7.1 QSO, J1120 (Greig et al. 2017a). We perform
a reconstruction of the intrinsic (unattenuated) QSO pro-
file near Lyα using a covariance matrix of correlations be-
tween various known emission lines (Greig et al. 2017b) and
then couple these with synthetic IGM damping wing pro-
files extracted from large EoR simulations with different
morphologies. We then fit ∼ 1010 template profiles to the
observed spectrum of J1342 between 1218 – 1230A˚ within
a Bayesian framework. We recover systematically lower val-
ues that those presented by Ban˜ados et al. (2018) and Davies
et al. (2018b), although they are consistent at ∼ 1 – 1.5 σ.
Specifically, we find for our three EoR morphologies:
• Small H II; x¯H I ∼ 0.14, x¯H I < 0.28 (0.51) at 68 (95)
per cent
• Intermediate H II; x¯H I = 0.21+0.17−0.19 (68 per cent),
x¯H I < 0.61 (95 per cent)
• Large H II; x¯H I = 0.28+0.20−0.23 (68 per cent), x¯H I < 0.70
(95 per cent).
We suspect the primary differences arise from the recon-
struction of the intrinsic QSO profile and the modelling of
the host QSO environment. Our results are consistent within
1 σ with previous estimates of the global EoR history, which
are suggestive of a moderately-extended reionisation.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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